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Home Productivity Software Emojis helps us better express our emotions online and in text messages when words are not enough. Nevertheless, the complexity of our thoughts and emotions is still much wider than the limited range of ideologies and smiling faces offered by the keyboard on our mobile devices. Even if you think you're just using the best three or four emoticons to accurately convey a
particular message, it doesn't guarantee other people will be able to translate so easily. Also, decoding messages behind emoticons used by others can be just as confusing. In such cases, the emoticon translator tool can be useful. Decodemoji is an easy-to-use, web tool that allows you to enter any combination of emoticons you want to be able to translate into plain English (and vice versa). The tool forms
a form of complete sentences too, so you're never left with words and phrases that don't quite make sense. As an example, entering a face blowing kiss, smiling face with horns, and a smiling face with an open mouth and cold sweat will decipher this combination of emoticons as: Kissy's face makes sin happy. Have a little fun with Decodemoji by clicking the Random Emojis button and seeing what the
weirdness results. Super Emoji Translator picks up a message for a few words and replaces them with one or more emoticons to help describe them by leaving the parts of the message separate. After clicking on the big blue Let's Get Started button on the first page, type or paste your message into the appropriate field and click on the blue button below it to translate. This emoji translation tool was built by
web developer Monica Dinculescu. A fun side project hosted on her personal website, the tool simply replaces a few words in any message with an emoticon, leaving the rest of the unidentifiable or indispensable words intact. All you have to do is start typing or, alternatively, copy and paste the text in the appropriate field. Press the large pink Copy button to copy it so you can paste it anywhere. If you have
a sentence, a paragraph, or even several pages worth of words you want to dress up with an emoticon, LingoJam's Emoji Translator can help you do so. The site says it converts text into text filled with a little relevant emoticon. Although the tool does not completely replace the words with an emoticon, it identifies the corresponding emoticon and inserts them before and/or after the word to give it visual
emphasis. Just copy the sentences or paragraphs you want to use, paste it into the text field on the left side of the screen, and watch your message brightn up right at once with all kinds of different emoticons. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Although some features are not available on some phones, here are the features offered by Google's search app: Search History – If you forgot to bookmark
an important website, don't waste valuable time searching for it again from scratch. Google search history makes it easy to hunt with recent queries Advertising Contact Search – If your friends list is legendary, it can be difficult to find the right contact without wasting time. Google helps flash search phone contacts. Google links – Get access to your Gmail, Latitude, and Google Calendar with minimal fuss.
My location – When it comes to where in the world you are, your smartphone can be pretty stupid. If you're tired of having to write to your current location every time you want references to the nearest fast food joint, Google My Location feature was made for you. Get instructions without delay and keep your finger running something really important. Voice Search – Instead of entering a keyword or search
term, you can say it instead. This feature is not available on all phones, and the language database is limited. Email Search – If you garner emails like fashion conscious women hoard shoes, finding that an old business proposal could be something of a challenge. Let Google do the hunting site. Google Goggles – Move searches into the real world with Google Goggles, and transform your camera eye into a
universe. Need a quick translation of that Italian road sign? No problem. Google will interpret the photo and return the query results to provide you with the information you need. Want to check out the review of this bestseller or movie? A brief snapshot of a dust jacket or marquee will return the explanations and recommendations you will follow. Google Suggest – Google is like that useful friend who offers
the tips and suggestions you don't realize you need. Google Suggest will recommend local businesses based on the keywords you type. If you've never spell bee material, you'd love to know that it also completes the spelling of popular search terms. Vertical Search – Make your Website hopping easier and more specific using the power of category search. Whether you're looking for the latest news,
shopping information, or a white rhino photo, Google Vertical Search can quickly get to the pages you want. When you are on the move, you want apps that are easy to use and get you the results you need in a hurry. The Google mobile app is designed to make your online search faster and more successful. Whether you're waiting in line, enjoying a nice latte or killing time between sales calls, Google's
mobile app has a thoughtful flexibility for users who have come to expect from Google products at home, at work, play and everywhere from time to time. Google unveiled its new service late Sunday night: Google Apps for your domain, a collaborative set of Google tools for businesses and other organizations. Here's what it's all about: Google Apps for your domain allows you to offer our communication
and collaboration tools to your entire organization— customizable with your brand, color scheme, and content using administrative panel, and without hardware or software to install or maintain. Tools include Gmail, Google Google Calendar and Google Page Builder, and you choose a combination that suits your business. Right now, you can sign up for a beta service, and best of all it's all free – considering
all that you get it's a pretty good deal. Planning to use Google Apps? Thoughts comments or tips lifehacker.com. Google Apps for your domain sometime in the non-distant future, smartphones can help people overcome these pesky language and cultural barriers that always seem to cause so much trouble. At least it's Google's goal with Translate for Android, a free app that can help travelers better
communicate with locals, and vice versa. The new version of Translate debuted Wednesday, one with several interface tweaks designed to improve usability. Like the original version of Translate, which arrived a year ago, the update is a rough around-the-edges app that provides machine translation in 53 languages. Translations may not be perfect, but they'll do a pinch, especially if no other options (aside
from hand gestures) are available. This update has an improved interface with new icons and improved drop-down boxes to help you select the languages you want to translate. It also includes intriguing Conversation Mode, an experimental tool that currently only works between English and Spanish. To use it, press the microphone button and start talking; the app then translates your words and reads
them aloud. Your conversation buddy can do the same in their own language. Google recognizes that the mode of conversation is alpha technology and far from perfect. For example, regional accents, background noise or fast speech can make it difficult to understand what you're saying in blogs google translate product manager Awaneesh Verma. However, this function can break down language barriers
around the world. Translate provides voice input in 15 languages. It works on devices running Android 2.1 and more. Contact Jeff Bertolucci via twitter (@jbertolucci) or jbertolucci.blogspot.com. Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Thanks to fancy new innovations such as neural network
learning, translation apps like Google Translate and Microsoft Translator are better than ever. They can translate almost everything you want. But you shouldn't lean on them when you travel. In fact, I think you should use them as little as possible, if at all. When an app claims to be powered by artificial intelligence, it feels like you're in the future.... Read moreGoogle Translate and Microsoft Translator have
evolved into more than competent translation tools. They can translate speech almost instantly, read and translate text offline, and even use a smartphone camera to translate signs and menus in real time. With one of these apps you could easily move around foreign lands without a hitch. But if you aim to as much as you From your traveling through them is a massive disservice to yourself and your overall
experience. Tsukiji Fish Market, Tokyo, Japan.Language is more than an obstacle to overcome when you go see what is outside your door. That's how you begin to understand culture. As writer Rita Mae Brown said: Language is a road map of culture. It tells you where those people are coming from and where they're going. So, just relying on the translation app, you're immediately cut off from the main
component of awareness. G/O Media can get a commissionAnker Nebula Solar ProjectorBut if you do a little homework and try to pick up some language basics by opening yourself up to a real connection. You transform from tourist to traveler, and make an unparalleled show of respect, acceptance and cultural appreciation, unsusable. As embarrassing as sounding new words might be for you, it's
heartwarming for them. Traveling abroad is a great way to learn about the world, but for some reason, I waited until Read moreView Mt. Fuji from Fuji, Japan.I experienced this first hand on my recent trip to Japan. When I arrived, I was ready to bust out of my phone at any time. But I quickly realized that I was looking at an exciting culture through the filter. After the first day, I put my phone in my backpack
and decided to use very little Japanese I had learned before I left. During my down time on trains and hotels I consulted a small phrasebook I had brought along, but the translation apps I was so keen on trying to have a different look and I couldn't be happier with my choices. Through happenstance, I started a conversation with a nice woman in Shibuya simply saying the melon bread treat I kept in my hand
was yummy. I kept obscene persistent Shinjuku street vendors, which is a nicer way I can say pimps—from harassing me with some key phrases. Help me find a hard-to-find object in the busy, seven-storey shopping complex in Akihabara. I accidentally tried and liked several foods and drinks that I could have avoided if I had translated the menu. And I watched the sad overalls cashier's face light up when I
surprised him with good evening, I like these a lot, and thank you very much. Adventuring just sounds exciting, but it's also scary. Like most people, I've done most read moreMaster knife-maker in Kyoto, Japan.These were stimulating from the moment of experience that wouldn't have happened if I left all the language to my smartphone. I still would have had a fine trip, of course, but I would have missed
out on all the little things that really stuck with me. You see a lot of spectacular places and things when you travel. You can take pictures of these places and things so you can look them down the line, but I believe the minutia of everyday life culture is much more interesting and memorable, and they are an experience you're really traveling to otherwise you might just look at the pictures at home. I will forget
what Nijo-jo castle looked like, but I will never forget the conversation I had in Kyoto with the maker of a master knife about a newly made blade. Moreover, taking the time to immerse myself reminded me how likely it is to actually learn a new language. Developing agility in the second or third language may seem like such a steep hill climb, but even breaking the barriers with the slightest language opens
your mind up to an opportunity that transcends these basics. And there's nothing like the need and urgency when it comes to pushing you through these obstacles. When you keep your smartphone in your backpack, you have to rely on what you have learned. It makes you try to get better. And when you realize how capable you actually are, it gives you a great confidence boost to learn more. I decided to
take on the rest of the Japanese language, and its three alphabets, in my spare time with the push I received from my trip. Knowing another language is a valuable skill that could increase your salary and your brain. While read moreOsaka nightlife. If we played a video game, using a translation program for all your interactions is the easiest setting. It might sound pleasing and stress-free, but you just end up
going through the motions until before you realize that you're in the end. There is no challenge, no thinking on your feet, and less adventure, which means it will be less memorable. You don't have to crank the difficulty up hard and completely avoid translation tools like I did, but at least play on Normal. Whether translation apps are ready if you really need to, but do yourself a favor and try to immerse
yourself in culture. When you speak someone's language—even a little— invite you to the possibility that it wouldn't be any different. Illustration by Sam Woolley. Willie.
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